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We were highly blessed to receive the visit of Rev. Yong in our Madrid community as part of his 
European 6 cities tour. We could witness first hand his pouring of the heart to convey the precious words 
of True Parents Life and Course, at this most important time of God's providence. 
 
We received the words as thirsty and hungry sons and daughters of our True Parents. Always when we 
received the words of truth, our spirits and hearts are renew and help us to understand the current 
providence in a deeper way. For this we thank God and True Parents and our International President, for 
sending Rev. Yong to the world. 
 
His lectures, which he share over the curse of 3 evenings were very lively as he share and interact deeply 
with the audience. The translator Mr. Tim Elder did a fantastic job, to translate from Korean into English, 
which we appreciated a lot, and then, our brother Mario Magaz, translated into Spanish for some 
members. 
 
The content of the lectures were very inspiring as it became clear by looking at the reflections the 
members did at the end of the program. For sure, Rev. Yong imprinted a deep and meaningful footprint, 
in the member's hearts and minds. We share here some of those testimonies 
 
Here are some of the reflections: 
 



"There is a quite a lot of points which are very important for me to understand and which helped me a lot, 
I can share maybe 4 points that I feel are more important for my life of faith. 
 
The first point is to understand Why Father is the Messiah? It was like rediscover this truth, and if this is 
true how I can testify through all my life this truth, how can I be more coherent and live according to my 
beliefs and give testimony of it. 
 
The second point is the explanation of Absolute faith, Absolute Love and Absolute Obedience and the 4 
attributes of God. It was really a very deep explanation how we can in our daily life put this in practice. 
God's love for each one of us is unique, this is really wonderful to know and that without each one of us, 
God cannot be complete. Also how I can complete myself, only through my partner, through my husband. 
 
Another point is the victory of True Father recreating Eve and all the difficulties for True Mother to 
become totally victorious and complete True Father". (Maryvonne Jamois) 
 
"What I learned from the explanations was among other things: the subject partner has to help the object 
partner to grow spiritually. The explanations on the characteristics of God: unique, absolute, eternal, 
unchanging; absolute faith, absolute love, absolute obedience. And that we cannot have full relationship 
with God until we eliminate completely the basis of sin that we still have". (Miguel Á. López) 
 
"My husband and me, we could participate during these 3 days. It was a great honour to listen to the 
content as it was very new, deep and meaningful. He has done a great mission by making so many efforts 
for this to happen. Both of us we were very inspired and touched by God's Truth. After these 3 days of 
Education, we feel more connected to God's Will and to True Parents' Life Course. We truly want to be 
True Parents' heirs. Our understanding has grown, as well as our determination and faith. Thank you, for 
giving us this wonderful Blessing". (Osamu and Mercedes) 
 
"Several important points so moving for me were -- How much women suffered in history to change 
Satan's lineage to God's lineage. All of them, like Sarah, Rebecca, Tamar and Maria had to go through the 
life of death to save God's lineage. They never thought by themselves, not like Elisabeth had done to his 
son. And also he said that if you want to become a perfect person, you have to invest in your object 
partner to their perfection, so after then you can become perfect person. This is same as with my children 
and with my guests. I tried to serve them until today, but it was a something missing, a God's Love. I need 
to ask to God in each moment when I serve them." (Takiko del Monte) 
 
"To listen the Divine Principle gives me a great joy and I feel renew in my heart with a big desire to share 
and start a new life with my family. It moves me greatly to see the effort of Rev Yong to explain to us the 
fundamental 
 
principles and God's formula in the course of restoration; the restoration of Eve, the mother –son 
cooperation to restore Adam, the right of the elder son, etc. 
 
I found many new things and new insights about God's work in history to send True Father was truly 
refreshing to my spirit. It was most profound to see again the roll and the restoration of providential 
women in the OT. How many tears, sweat and blood had to shed our lonely God!" (Amalia) 
 
"There's a lot of content to digest and reflect upon, and how I can relate to it in my daily life. Many things 
where not new but a necessary refreshment, especially to have a renewed resolution and determination to 
really work hard on me so to do away with the dark traces of the satanic fallen nature in myself and allow 
God to come into my heart. To become aware that each person is truly a unique son and daughter of God, 
that God loves in an absolute, unique, unchanging and eternal way". (Mario Magaz)  


